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BY R AVEN SWAYNE
@itsRavenDawn
San Jose residents will now be able
to experience the new and improved
version of car-sharing.
Last Wednesday, the Norman Y.
Mineta San Jose International Airport
became the 10th airport to announce
its partnership with FlightCar, a company that has taken the car-sharing
concept to the next level.
FlightCar allows members to park
their cars for free when traveling from
a select major city airports such as: Los
Angeles, Boston, Seattle, Philadelphia,
Oakland, San Francisco, Washington
D.C., Dallas, Austin and now San Jose.
The system allows its members to
make money while traveling by renting their car to other members.
Duc Tran, a training supervisor for
FlightCar, said they’ve had very positive feedback from members.
“Customers love that everything is
so fast. Once you drop your car off, the
process takes about five minutes and
we take you to the airport then pick
you up. No lines,” Tran said.
Kevin Petrovic, FlightCar president
and Rujul Zaparde, the CEO, founded this new “peer-to-peer car-sharing
company” when they were 19 and 20
after deciding to drop out of school
and pursue the idea.
Petrovic and Zaparde began the
first FlightCar branch in San Francisco at the San Francisco International
Airport in February 2013.
With 10 branches throughout the
United States, the company plans on
expanding to 20 locations by the end
of summer 2015, according to Tran.
This new car-sharing system is ideal for people who have no choice but to
park their car at the airport but don’t
want to pay the expensive fees.

SEE RENTAL ON PAGE 2
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Senior music student Angélique Sayson plays the marimba during the free noontime Listening Hour in
the Music Building Concert Hall on Tuesday. The Listening Hour series is open to the public on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

New student fee slated for Fall semester
BY ESTEFANY SOSA
@estefany_scs
Starting Fall 2015, students
will pay an additional fee but
will have the option to opt-out.
The Student Involvement
and Representation Fee will
cost students $4 each year—
$2 per semester.
In January 2014, the California State Student Association passed the new fee in order to acquire funds to support
itself and the fee was signed
and approved by Gov. Jerry
Brown in the form of a bill.
Lourdes Amante, A.S. director of external affairs, said
San Jose State originally voted against the new fee.
Amante said A.S. was concerned that another entity
such as the student associa-

tion would want to impose
another fee on students, and
another concern was how to
make sure that the association appropriately allocated
those funds.
Amante said there was
also pressing concern over
whether the fee would increase every year.
“I don’t know what’s going to happen five years
from now, so these $4 might
change into $8,” Amante
said. “So that was one of my
concerns.”
SJSU was able to come to
terms and decided to support
the fee instead.
Jennifer Connors, A.S. director of student fee affairs,
said there are many positive
aspects to the fee.
For one, the fee is not

compulsory and students will
have the choice to either optin or opt-out. They will be
given the option to opt-out
through MySJSU.
“Ultimately if students
opt-out
there’s
nothing
wrong, they’re not gonna lose
an opportunity for something,” Amante said.
However,
if
students
choose to pay the fee, they are
providing funds to support
student involvement and representation at the state-level.
“CSSA are advocates to
government legislators, to
city council legislators, to the
CSU chancellor’s office and
it’s more of the results of the
background stuff of everything,” Amante said.
Students said it can be difficult for them to visualize

where exactly their money
will go to, especially when
they haven’t even heard of
SIRF.
Beth Thomson, a junior
health science major, said she
had never heard of the fee,
but likes that it gives students
the choice to opt-out, although it makes her wonder
why the CCSA passed the fee
first of all.
“Adding even two more
dollars to that makes me a little annoyed ‘cause I still don’t
know where that money’s going,” Thomson said.
Vishal Chotani, a software
engineering graduate student, said he’s never heard of
the fee, but he’s likely to support it.

SEE SIRF ON PAGE 2
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South First Friday features partner
galleries Anno Domini, KALEID
BY A NASTASIYA R AKOVA
@ssupstace
Most of us don’t like rainy
days, but rainy days allow for a
special opportunity — to visit an
art gallery.
Specifically, the long-standing
legacy between partner galleries
Anno Domini and KALEID exists to prove that there is a vibrant
art scene in Downtown San Jose.
Behind the famous art space is
Cherri Lakey and her partner Brian Eder, who first established Anno
Domini in 2000. After frequenting
the streets of San Francisco and
attending urban art exhibits, the
pair decided it was time to open
up their own gallery space to help
promote the local artists in areas
where they’re lesser-known, such
as Downtown San Jose.
In 2001, Anno Domini stepped
outside its box and created the
Phantom Galleries side project,
which in turn, between pop-up

exhibitions and temporary murals, established KALEID in 2005.
Since then, the galleries continue
as the ever-blossoming locus for
independent local, national and
even international artists alike.
The First Fridays art walk
came with the inception of Anno
Domini, and continues every first
Friday of the month with over 70
artists and two “featured” artists
on display on any given day.
To kick off the month of February, Anno Domini gathered 18
artists from eight Latin American countries in a spectacular art
show called “Taco de Ojo.” Meanwhile, KALEID put San Jose natives Michael Borja and Fernando
Amaro Jr. into the limelight.
I haven’t visited the galleries for
a while, and my mind was blown.
“Taco De Ojo” isn’t your everyday
painting-on-the-wall exhibit.
The show is running as a collaborative effort of artists calling
themselves “Latino Toons,” and

rightly so; featured are works by
talent from Mexico to Chile, and
Brazil to Peru.
The exhibit name itself offers
a curious insight into the works –
it is synonymous to “eye candy,”
and literally means “getting an
eyeful” in Spanish.
The collection ranges from
colorful and honest erotic cartoons to more relaxed mixed media pieces, so everyone of every
art preference can find something
to visually savor.
“Brian and I chose artists that
we feel are moving the art and
culture, that we love, forward,”
Lakey said.
For this particular project,
Lakey said the editor of the anthology, Nava, was a great help getting
Anastasiya Rakova | Spartan Daily
the masterpieces to reach local
eyes, despite the great distances Raúl III Gonzalez’s mixed media paper collage, “Unthey traveled. Definitely even more titled II,” is being presented as promotional art for
the new show at the Anno Domini gallery.
reason to appreciate the art.

SEE GALLERY ON PAGE 3
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Campus undergoing 150 renovations;

RENTAL: New students continue to face walkway woes
service allows
travelers to rent
out their cars
ANDREA SANDOVAL
@axsand0val

want to pay the expensive fees.
Kenyatta Yarn, a
sophomore behavioral
science major at San Jose
State University, said she
would definitely be open
to testing out this new
system.
“It sounds like a good
solution for when I have
to travel out of town and
have no one to take me
to the airport,” Yarn
said.
While she is open to
the new program she
also has concerns.
“I just wonder if my
car would be safe,” Yarn
said.
Petrovic and the
FlightCar team already
thought of this issue.
All members and their
cars will be insured
by FlightCar for up to
$1,000,000.
“We cover $1,000,000
in liability for you, per
incident, and that is primary coverage in case of
any incident,” Petrovic
has said publicly. “We
also cover the full value of the car in case of
collision/damage, and
that is also primary with
no deductible. We cover
every penny of damage,
every time.”
Becoming a member
is simple—anyone can
just sign up online at

http://flightcar.com.
Members who wish
to lend their vehicles
cannot have a car made
prior to 2001 and it must
have less than 150,000
miles. Those renting
other members’ cars can
have no more than two
recent moving violations and must not have
had a DUI within the
past three years.
Whether a member’s
car is rented out or not,
they will always return
to a newly cleaned car.
Those renting a car must
follow guidelines such
as not smoking and not
transporting pets.
“When people realize
they are renting someone else’s car they’re
more respectful. They
treat it like their own
car,” Tran said.
FlightCar has continued to grow from
coast to coast, expanding to 10 cities in two
years. They have influential investors such as
Ashton Kutcher, Reddit
co-founder Alexis Ohanian and the Seacrest
Global Group.
San Francisco continues to be its busiest city,
Tran hopes San Jose will
soon follow suit.
Raven Swayne is
a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

DASH

to CLASS

It’s

FREE!

DASH connects SJSU to
San Jose Diridon Station,
VTA Light Rail, plenty of
affordable downtown
parking, shopping,
dining and more.

Monday - Friday
6:30 a.m. - 9:15 p.m.
Every 5 -15 minutes
(Every 30 minutes after 7 p.m.)

(408) 321-2300 vta.org
TTY (408) 321-2330
sjdowntownparking.com

14/09-9666

San Jose State is still
undergoing many renovations on its college campus, leading students to
wonder what exactly is being renovated and when it
will all be done.
Christopher
Brown,
associate vice president
of Facilities Development
and Operations, said there
are about 150 ongoing
projects at SJSU.
“Since all my classes are
near the Health Center, I
often have to leave 20 minutes earlier just to make
sure I will make it to class
on time,” Jasmin Regenya,
a sophomore public relations major said. “I never
know if the walkway on the
side of the new building is
closed or not, or if there is
huge trucks on that path.”
Projects include the
renovation and expansion of the Student Union,
Spartan Complex, Student
Health and Counseling
centers, Campus Village
Phase 2 and a multitude of
other project plans.
The 100,000 square
foot expansion of the Student Union added meeting

rooms, ballrooms, a theater
and new program spaces.
The first phase of expansion started from 201014, and the second phase is
planned from July 2014 to
this August.
Spartan Complex renovations started in July
2013 and is expected to
be finished this August.
The upgrade corrected fire
life safety, provided new
infrastructure, program
modifications and hazmat
abatement.
The three story, 52,000
square foot Health and
Counseling Center was
under construction since
2013, and is planned to be
completed this month.
Campus Village Phase 2,
which is the newest 850-bed
student housing unit, is expected to be 10 stories high.
The building will have
study rooms, multi-purpose rooms, recreation
space and lounges. The
project started in 2014 and
is expected to be completed in July 2016.
“I have lived in the
dorms all four years, but
it would have been pretty cool to have experienced living in the newest
dorms,” Matthew Larvee, a

Samson So | Spartan Daily
The Spartan Complex continues renovations
as expected to be finished this August. New
additions to the building include corrected fire
lift safety, new infrastructure, program modifications and hazmat abatement.
senior history major said.
Although Larvee will
be graduating this semester and won’t be seeing the
new renovations, he said he
is leaving a proud Spartan.
SJSU is one of only
two CSU campuses with a
large cogeneration facility,
which produces 6 MW of
electricity, chilled water
and steam.
Cogeneration is the
process by which a single
fuel source, such as natural gas, is used to produce
both electrical and thermal energy.
Recycled water is used

for cooling university
buildings and irrigation on
campus grounds.
All newer buildings on
campus are designed to be
up to the Leadership, Energy and Environmental
Design silver standards,
like the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library.
SJSU also has 68 electric
maintenance carts known
as the “green fleet.”
Anyone who is interested in learning more about
campus plans can visit the
FD&O webpage.
Andrea Sandoval is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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SIRF: Optional two dollar semester fee
will support state level student services
“Two dollars is nothing, if you go collecting with every student then you can get a big
amount which can benefit every student,”
Chotani said.
Amante said for the most part students
will have to trust that the student association
is using their money adequately because students may not always be able see where the
money is going to.
Connors said one way the fee would bring
changes to SJSU would be by increasing student representation, which would in turn lead
to more funding across campus.
“Some of the changes we should expect
to see are an increase in student leadership
opportunities which will create a stronger
student voice at the CSU level, not only
with involvement from Associated Students
but the entire student body at SJSU,” Connors said.
Students can learn more about the new
fee by visiting the student association’s
website.
Amante also encouraged students with
probing concerns to directly contact the CSSA
executives and the board of directors.
Estefany Sosa is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Hypothetical Student Involvement &
Representation Fee per CSU campus

$

Data from CSU College Year Report 2013-2014
Infographic by Estefany Sosa

New app ‘Spray’ allows users to send
messages to others in closest proximity
MARQUERITE TUUFULI
@journalist2fuli
An app has been designed to make networking for college students a lot easier.
Located in San Carlos, “Spray” allows users to communicate with each other within a 1,000 foot range. The
app connects users with other “Spray” users without having their name, phone number and social media accounts
leaked.
Sylwia Gorajek, co-founder of Spray Networks, said
“The uniqueness is that it is seen in public, it doesn’t show
your location unless you want it to. It is a secure app. This
helps to avoid awkwardness.”
The networking app is making progress at Bay Area universities such as Stanford, the University of San Francisco
and San Jose State.
Students use the app to spray messages such as “Who
has notes for a specific class?” or “Who has a laptop charger
I can borrow?”
College students aren’t the only people who can use the
“Spray” app. The app is convenient to everyone including
commuters.
Sehej Chadha, junior business finance major said, “I
used it in the very beginning phase in order to help me with
traffic. I would Spray ‘Oh what’s a good recommendation?’

It opens up a lot of avenues for new opportunities”.
Each “Spray” message lasts 90 seconds and reaches the
nearest 30 users. The recipients information will only be revealed if they respond.
Kristel Amboy is an active “Spray” user who attends
SJSU as a business marketing major.
“In an environment like a college campus, we’re always
connecting with new people, sharing information or asking for help,” Amboy said. “With ‘Spray’, you can do all of
these with the people around you at a spot like the Student
Union, or during a presentation to share a document with
the audience without having any of their contact information. It’s efficient, easy-to-use and helpful.”
Spray Networks Inc. is currently working on advertising
their app more. “Spray” is also active outside of the U.S. in
other places like Poland, Germany, Spain and Europe.
“We are trying to make our brand visible. We are now
available in the Apple Store and are working towards Android in March,” Gorajek said.
Although the app is still in the beginning stages, Spray
Networks Inc. plans on making a lasting impact at universities.
“Spray” is available for free on the Apple Store. More
information about the app can be found at www.getspray.
com.
Marquerite Tuufuli is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Seeing Things Gallery hosts
‘Companions’ for First Friday
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
@JeremyCummings3

Anno
Domini art gallery
FROM FRONT PAGE

“I like to call San Jose ‘Electric Valley’ instead of Silicon
Valley,” Borja said, referring
to his work, a display of dead
electrical sockets resembling
skulls, spray-painted in glistening colors and plastered
all over the nearby wall.
“Electric Constellations”
is the name of this month’s
exhibit, promising and reminding that we are all connected.
Adjacent to Borja was
Amaro and his wild-stenciled masterpieces, including
paintings, mixed media and
an actual graffitied wall—
Amaro’s signature element.
“Once Upon a Time” is
the name of the collection,
and it’s truly amazing how far

it’s gone in a year since its creator established residency at
KALEID.
Both Amaro and Borja’s
pieces are open for viewing
until Feb. 27.
“Everyday I’m surrounded with some of the
most talented and amazing people I’ve ever met”
KALEID gallery manager
Donny Foley said.
As for the impact on the
local community, Foley has
no doubt it is positive.
“Downtown would be a
drab and meaningless place
without all their local talent,” Foley said.
Anastasiya Rakova
is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

”

Anastasiya Rakova | Spartan Daily
Charles Glaubitz’s etching “Nino Burro” is on display at
Anno Domini gallery.

Last Friday, members
of San Jose’s local art scene
gathered at the Seeing
Things Gallery downtown
for a curated group art show
titled “Companions” as part
of the South First Fridays
festivities
Downtown galleries
open for the first Friday
of the month and hold
special gallery shows for
the occasion.
The theme of this show
was companionship, and
artists were asked to create a
pair of pieces that captured
that spirit however they saw
fit.
The doors opened at 7
p.m. and guests slowly began to drift in from downtown.
“Companions” was a fitting title for the night. Every
five minutes people were
excitedly shouting to old
friends, reuniting with energetic hugs and bonding in
a buzz of beer-fueled babble.
Many who showed up
were friends with the artists or the curator, Kayvon
Siadat, is a regular at Seeing
Things.
Siadat was interested in
curating a gallery show, and
worked for nine months
reaching out to artists to
make it happen.
Several of the artists were
friends of Siadat’s. Others
he found online or through
personal recommendation.
The artists in the show
were mostly locals of Cal-

ifornia and the Bay Area,
but some came from farther
afield. One artist is based in
Seattle and another in Missouri.
Each contributor used
different techniques and
thought processes in their
art.
One artist, Eric Victorino, used the show as an
opportunity to extend his
artistic reach and try new
techniques.
He usually sticks to
drawing, but decided to foray into sculpture for “Companions.”
“I usually have lots of
dicks and butt holes in my
art and just shocking stuff,”
Victorino said to preface a
description of his pieces.

(Seeing Things
(S
Gallery)
highlights
the talented
artists of the
South Bay art
communityy

”

Kyle Carrahan
ART GALLERY PATRON

“Space Cabin” was Victorino’s fanciful sculpture
of a cabin built by a young
woman to escape Earth and
live in solitude in space.
A handwritten chart
of her plans for the cabin

and her reasons for leaving Earth accompanied the
sculpture.
Victorino used a variety of materials to achieve
the verisimilitude of his
creation. Wood, yarn, test
tubes and a variety of googly
eyes all found a place in his
sculpture.
The gallery grew louder as the night progressed,
windows quickly fogging
from the fullness of the
room.
The guests were a showcase for the styles of the Millenial Generation—tattoos,
body mods and colorful
hairdos abounded.
Artist Martin Machado
said his art is inspired by old
school nautical illustrations
and he tried to take that
style and apply it to a new
theme that is more relevant
to him.
Machado works on a
container ship as well as a
commercial fishing boat
and draws in his spare time.
He looked the part of a
modern seaman with his
flannel shirt, robust beard
and his art reflected the importance of the ocean in his
life.
His ink drawings depict
lost shipping containers
refashioned into sailboats
adrift in lonely seas.
Siadat floated from
group to group of art appreciators, making sure everyone was enjoying themselves and chatting up his
friends who came to see the
show.
Kyle Carrahan, one of

Siadat’s friends, hailed the
importance of the gallery.
Seeing Things Gallery
“highlights the talented
artists of the South Bay art
community”
Carrahan
said.
Carrahan has been
around the gallery a lot
and said it offers great support for local artists. Friday
night’s show, Carrahan said,
was like a family reunion of
sorts.
The familial vibes were
strong, and some people
brought their small children
to the show despite a few
non-family-friendly pieces.
Porous Walker is a wellknown California artist
who drew praise from other contributors as well Jai
Tanju, the owner of Seeing
Things.
Walker didn’t speak
much about his vulgar single panel comics, but thoroughly described the difficulty of finding a toilet in
Downtown San Jose.
Outside the shop, a man
who went by the name
“Baby Sock” described the
show as “smashing.”
“Companions” brought
together a group of artists,
friends and members of
the downtown community in a beautiful snapshot
of a mostly unheard of
cross-section of San Jose.
Seeing Things will be
holding more galleries as a
part of the South First Friday art walks.
Jeremy Cummings is
a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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“I’m against it. Reason being
is because if you’re a guy
you’re in a lose-lose situation.
You see all these couples
around you and you’re alone,
it’s sad. And if you’re dating
someone, then there’s this big
obligation.”

“I have mixed feelings about Valentine's Day, mostly because it’s a
manmade holiday that capitalizes
on falling in love with a significant other on a special day of the
year which not a lot of people may
support. Maybe it’s lucky for some
guys, maybe people are for it. I’m
50/50 and I don’t really have time
for a girlfriend right now.”

Meytra Brahman
Sophomore
Business
“I think if you love a person,
you should show love to them
any day. There shouldn’t be a
dedicated day for that.”

Ariadna Manzu
Freshman
Undeclared
“Yes you should appreciate your
friend or your spouse or whatever everyday. But I mean, could
we really do that everyday?”

Editorial Cartoon

Spartan Daily
Jeremy Cummings

Let me tell you a short
story about my friend’s
experience with Peer Connections, a mentoring and
tutoring service, at San Jose
State University.
On Aug. 15, 2014, she
first got to SJSU as an
international student from
Vietnam, and on Aug. 20,
2014, her beloved older
sister got into a serious car
accident back home.
At that time, she really
needed someone to talk to.
Despite my efforts communicating with her, she
still seemed to be extremely
shocked and depressed.
I wished there was
someone who actually had
experience at SJSU and in
the U.S. in general because
both of us were new. I wish
someone knew how to psychologically share feelings
and calm my friend down.
They wouldn’t need to
be a professional psychologist, but a third friend who
could actually makes my
friend feel less depressed
from the situation she was
in.
Two weeks later, her sister passed away as a result
of the car accident.
My friend quit her studies
in the U.S. and went back to
Ho Chi Minh City one week
after the funeral because she
could not psychologically
stand the situation.
At the beginning of
October 2014, I discovered that SJSU had a Peer
Connections program, but
it was too late.
Talking to Khaila Flores,
who was a qualified staff of
the Peer Connections programs of SJSU, I discovered
that Peer Connections did

not actively look for and
reach students as they used
to.
Today SJSU students,
even international freshmen, have to actively
come to the programs by
themselves when they have
difficulties.
Furthermore, SJSU does
not even have a separate
Peer Connections program
for students with disabilities.
However, in the past
SJSU used to offer compulsory Metropolitan University Scholar’s Experience
classes for freshmen, so that
the newcomers’ problems
would be solved as well as
possible.
In my opinion, in spite
of its good aims and purposes, I strongly disagree
with how the program has
been operated since the
scholar’s experience classes
stopped being offered.
To me, the Peer Connections program should actively connect international
freshmen to SJSU’s various
programs and help them
because they are the ones
that demand help from
experienced the most.
That is one thing the
Peer Connections program
staff mention in its mission
statement.
There are some reasons
why I believe this.
The first reason is that
a huge number of foreign
freshmen come to SJSU
every semester and not everyone would know where
and how to find the Peer
Connections programs.
Although fliers are on
display in a lot of corners
of the school, some factors,
such as the language barrier and time could limit
international students from
finding and understanding
the purposes, and how Peer
Connections would help
them adapt to their new
academic environment at
SJSU.
Duy Nguyen is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Schools should strictly enforce vaccine requirements

Follow Estefany Sosa
on Twitter
@estefany_scs
With the recent
outbreak of measles in 17
states with 121 reported
cases, I’ve heard a lot of
commotion about the
measles vaccine causing
autism.
That was really hard
to believe for me, but
I decided to do some
research to see if I could
prove myself wrong.
After reading several
articles about autism and
measles in different medical publications, I came to
the expected conclusion—
measles and autism are
two separate things.
It’s ridiculous that
even though we have all
the information at our
finger tips, some parents
can be so gullible and
believe the claims of a
few individuals who say
their toddlers began to
show signs of autism after
receiving the measles
vaccine.

Information compiled by Estefany Sosa
Infographic by Linh Nguyen
First of all, if you do
some reading on http://
autismspeaks.org, you can
quickly realize that there
are several factors which
lead to autism, including
high risk genetic factors
in combination with
exposure to toxic environments during pregnancy,
deprivation of oxygen to
the baby’s brain, illness
during pregnancy and
parents advanced age.
In other words,
autism is a disruption
in normal brain development. Some children
show signs before their
first birthday, others
don’t show signs until
three years of age. In fact
not one particular case
of autism is the same
and every child reacts

differently.
Now, if you do some
reading about measles
on http://kidshealth.org,
you will find out that
measles is a respiratory
infection caused by a
virus. There is no cure
for measles, and like any
other virus the body will
slowly get rid of it.
Even though most
of us associate measles
with a skin rash, measles
actually begins inside
of the body, causing a
persistent cough, runny
nose and fever. Like any
other virus, measles is
contagious and children
without proper immunization are at high risk of
contracting the virus.
Now that we got everything cleared up and

know for a fact that there
is no correlation between
measles and autism, it’s
important to remember
that there are children
in schools who have not
received the measles
vaccine.
According to a story in
the LA Times from Sept.
2014, the personal belief
exemption in vaccination
rates for kindergarteners
doubled from 3.1% last
fall from 1.5% in 2007. In
a study the New England
Journal of Medicine states
the rate of nonmedical
immunization has approximately doubled from
2006 to 2011.
These children have
been exempt to the
measles vaccine because
of their parents’ personal

beliefs. Children in school
are way past the age in
which children begin
to show signs of autism
so it’s ridiculous that
some parents continue to
believe that their children
will get autism from the
measles vaccine.
School districts should
be stricter in this matter,
and highly enforce proof
of vaccination from
each child every year. I
remember when I was in
high school and there was
a severe case of whooping
cough, students were
required to submit proof
of vaccination in order
to receive their class
schedule.
This is a matter of
public health and parents
need to understand that.
Ultimately it’s up
to states to pass laws
that would require all
children to show proof
of up to date vaccination
records before entering
school.
Schools need to provide workshops in multiple languages to educate
parents on the severity of
measles and the unrelated scientifically proven
causes of autism.
Estefany Sosa is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Junior Darren Tang throws one of his many strikes at the first day of the Tony Reyes Memorial Collegiate Classic on Saturday in San Jose State’s win
over Arizona State University at 4th Street Bowl in San Jose, California.

SJSU Bowling team topped by Bulldogs
BY DAVID BERMUDEZ
@Bermudez_ Dave
The No. 3 nationally-ranked San Jose State
bowling team lost in an
upset in the Tony Reyes
Memorial Collegiate Classic on Sunday to rival Fresno State, who handed the
Spartans their first loss of
the 2014-15 season.
“This loss is pretty frustrating,” sophomore Michael Tang said. “We just
need to move on from this
and get better mentally
when things don’t start to
go our way.”
The Spartans were
cruising in the six-school
two-day tournament on
Saturday, dominating the
opponents by consistently
hitting strikes and picking
up spares.

Sunday presented a different challenge for the
Spartans as the tournament format changed from
the standard five versus five
to the Baker format, where
all five players bowl together to make one game.
Player No. 1 bowls frames
1 and 6, player No. 2 bowls
frames 2 and 7 and so on.
The Bulldogs turned
things around against SJSU
in the final game on Sunday, hitting strikes and
spares whereas the Spartans were unable to be consistent.
Fresno State came out
strong hitting a spare and
two strikes in a row and
never looked back as SJSU
struggled to hit strikes,
spares and at times were
stuck with hard splits.
“Losing is something

that we don’t want to feel
again,” senior Jonathan
Nakagawa said. “It feels
like all the hard work we’ve
done was just a waste of
time. But we need to move
on, get back to work and
whether we win or lose we
always have something to
improve on.”
On Saturday, the Spartans were easily handling
the competition as they
finished the day with a
total of 5,612 points with
Fresno State following with
5,005 points.
“They played really well
on Saturday,” SJSU Head
Coach Lindsey Wong said.
“The overall pace of the
game was pretty decent
and our team bowled really
good.”
Before going into the
elimination round, the

Spartans kept the momentum into Sunday morning,
winning the remaining
games and finishing up
with a total of 9,032 points.
The Bulldogs were a distant
second with 7,899 points.
Even with a dominant
performance on Saturday,
the Spartans were unable
to win the tournament in
their own backyard at 4th
Street Bowl.
The top five bowlers
of the weekend all came
from SJSU; Ryunn Young
(222.60), Ryan Roubal (216)
and Michael Tang (214.40),
the top three bowlers, received individual awards
for bowling high averages.
Although the Spartans
were unable to pull off a
victory, the tournament
was in memory of former
pro bowler and SJSU alum-

Top College
Bowling Teams
1.

Robert Morris - Illinois

2.

McKendree

3.

San Jose State

4.

Wichita State

5.

Wisconsin

6.

Webber International

7.

Lindenwood

8.

Midland

9.

Morehead State

nus Tony Reyes who was
killed in 2012 on Highway
101 when he was struck by
another car.
“He was such a good
friend,” Wong said. “He
had a big influence as a
player and as a coach. He
was someone who always
remembered where he
came from and no matter
where he was at, whether
it was on tour or T.V. he always remembered to give
recognition to San Jose
State.”
The Spartans will head
to the final stretch of the
season with three big tour-

naments left on the schedule. The Backhaul Direct
Hoosier Classic will be this
weekend in Indianapolis,
Indiana where SJSU will
face off against the nation’s
top bowling teams.
“It’s the second biggest
tournament before sectionals and nationals,” Nakagawa said. “We need to go
in there and prove to ourselves that we belong and
making a run in the tournament is very important
to us.”
David Bermudez is
a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Student
Parking
Made Easy
Fourth Street Garage
Only $175 for SJSU Students

Spring semester permits are valid
January 15 through May 31. Permits are
available for purchase at the Fourth Street
and Market & San Pedro Square
garage offices.
Students must provide valid student ID and
proof of enrollment (minimum 6 units).
Please bring originals with copies.

10. Notre Dame College
*Through Feb. 1, 2015

Infographic by Samuel Brannan

For more information, call (408) 794-1090.
Get parking information, directions, maps
and more at sjdowntownparking.com
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SJSU Judo wins big at home tournament
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BY R APHAEL STROUD
@randomlyralph
The San Jose State Event Center
echoed with the sound of bodies hitting the mat at the 67th Annual San Jose
Buddhist Judo Club and 23rd “Sensei
Memorial” Invitational Tournament on
Saturday.
The opening ceremony of the Division D tournament honored the life of
Larry Kaneshiro, a sensei of the San Jose
Buddhist Judo Club who passed away in
July 2014 of pancreatic cancer.
Sensei Dan Kikuchi and Yoshihiro
Uchida were both recognized for their
contributions to the San Jose judo community. Kikuchi is a co-head instructor
of the San Jose Buddhist Judo Club while
Uchida is the founder of SJSU Judo and
the namesake of the recently renovated
building on campus.
Clubs from around the country came
to compete with competitors of all ages
for medals and cash prizes.
“This is my first year competing,”
said Craig Wilson, a visiting member of
the Capital City Judo Club. “I was happy to participate and not just spectate
this time, it’s a very big, very prestigious
tournament.”
SJSU Coach Shintaro Nakano was
happy with the team’s performance, as
members of the men’s division would
take home multiple medals for the night.
SJSU junior Brenton Hsu and 2012
alumnus Hector Fajardo competed for
gold in the 66 kg. weight class, and early in the match Hsu surprised the crowd
with a sudden throw that took down Fajardo for the win.
“It feels great,” Hsu said. “When I
first went to this tournament I was 0–2,
so it feels good to make progress. I went
from there to first.”
Fajardo took second, giving SJSU two
top spots in the 66 kg. weight class.
In the 90 kg. division, team captain and
senior Colton Brown defeated Matthew
Favetti from UC Davis’ judo team, earning
another gold for the university club.

SJSU sophomore Lenny Guerrero-Baez had a rough road to second
place in the 81 kg. division, winning his
first match but injuring his hip in the
semi-final.
“It was like every time I tried to take
a throw my hip felt like it was on fire,”
Guerrero-Baez said after the tournament.
In the end, after several lockups with
Jacob Nickel from Universal Judo San
Antonio, Guerrero-Baez fell to a throw
for the silver medal.
“I feel like if I hadn’t been injured, I
probably could’ve won,” Guerrero-Baez
said.
Two SJSU competitors senior Robert Fehr and junior Harmik Aghakhani
faced off for first in the 73 kg. class division, , with Aghakhani winning the gold
medal.
Fehr’s silver earned SJSU the top two
spots in the 73 kg. division. while senior Sidhartha Raj and sophomore L.A.
Smith took bronze and silver respectively for the 100 kg. division. The gold went
to Tokuzo Takahashi of the Los Angeles
Tenri Judo Dojo.
Senior Romik Hovhannisyan finished
third in the 60 kg division.
The SJSU club had two competitors
in the women’s 52 kg. division, juniors
Elaine Ramos-Tandjung and Destinee
Nagtalon.
Ramos won two matches, one by pinfall and another by forcing a submission,
but lost two matches to ultimately take
fourth.
Nagtalon lost her first match and was
withdrawn from the tournament due to
a concussion, but said she is looking to
train past the setback for the next competition.
SJSU Judo has a long and accomplished history in the world of competitive judo, and on Saturday night the
judokas were able to add several more
accomplishments to the list.
Raphael Stroud is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Rigoberto Gomes | Spartan Daily

Raphael Stroud | Spartan Daily
Sophomore Lenny Guerrero-Baez, in white, prepares to throw, top, and
grabs his opponent, bottom, during his match and at the 67th Annual San
Jose Buddhist Judo Club and 23rd “Sensei Memorial” Invitational Tournament on Saturday.
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Judo Waza Technique

1

Ippon-seoi-nage (one-arm shoulder throw)
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